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Let it replay, loop, haunt and remain.
Let the furniture turn to honeycomb.
Let the tunnels fill with concrete.
Let the pen judder and refuse to skitter.
Let the birds bomb from the trees.

There's sixty feet of snow
and a load of Instagram promotion.
Over the cool clouds we jettison electric 
commotion,
while dogs cower in corners.
I eat my arm and the crouching sky 
stays.



There's sixty feet of snow
and a load of Instagram promotion.
Over the cool clouds we jettison electric commotion,
while dogs cower in corners.
I eat my arm and the crouching sky stays.

Then came the dunking day,
you're dizzy on the edge, with words prepared,
expecting nothing but making a stance.

The beached whale is not surrounded by cameras.
It is not anywhere close
to the shallowest waves, but spreads its heavy mass 
over the pale stretch of sand.

 

On the horizon, a long cargo ship moves westward, 
its progress marking time.

The sun catches on the water-jewel flecks- the gulls 
skim across the sky.



The deckchairs are folded away by silent sisters in aprons,
as overhead, the bat restlessly jitters across the mid-blue evening. 





E. PALM

WE ARE ALL VICTIMS OF OURSELVES 
AND TO HANDLE YOURSELF IS NOT EASY
THATS WHY WE NEED TO HAVE A WALK 
WITH OURSELVES FROM TIME TO TIME 
AND GET RID OF THE COMPLEX OF 
SPENDING TIME ALONE THATS ADVICE 
FOR SOMEONE WHO SEEKES FOR THE 
TRUTH ONLY



TO SEE AND MEET ANOTHER IS EASY, BUT TO ACTUALLY MEET THEM IS A MATTER OF QUESTIONS 
YOU ASK. WHAT IF YOU ASK BESIDES WHAT DO YOU DO FOR LIVING? / WHAT MAKES YOUR HEART 
TREMBLE AND ALIVE?



Let it replay, loop, haunt and remain.
Let the furniture turn to honeycomb.
Let the tunnels fill with concrete.
Let the pen judder and refuse to skitter.
Let the birds bomb from the trees.

There's sixty feet of snow
and a load of Instagram promotion.
Over the cool clouds we jettison electric 
commotion,
while dogs cower in corners.
I eat my arm and the crouching sky 
stays.

TRY TO SEE BEHIND THE COMPLEX OF OTHERS AND FORGIVE THEM



There's sixty feet of snow
and a load of Instagram promotion.
Over the cool clouds we jettison electric commotion,
while dogs cower in corners.
I eat my arm and the crouching sky stays.

Then came the dunking day,
you're dizzy on the edge, with words prepared,
expecting nothing but making a stance.

The beached whale is not surrounded by cameras.
It is not anywhere close
to the shallowest waves, but spreads its heavy mass 
over the pale stretch of sand.

 

On the horizon, a long cargo ship moves westward, 
its progress marking time.

The sun catches on the water-jewel flecks- the gulls 
skim across the sky.

EMBRACE THE IMPERFECTION IN YOU - THATS WHAT MAKES YOU   YOU!
DON’T TRY TO FIX IT - WORK IT!

TRY TO SEE BEHIND THE COMPLEX OF OTHERS AND FORGIVE THEM



DON’T BE SAD ABOUT IT - BE NAKED ABOUT IT



B. SINGH

Indian 
war cry, 

‘Catch the 
Apache!’ 

Spit a dart in your face, you 
don’t know me in the first place

This land is my birth place; lie down, 
take a look at the sky now

That Sun is my God, the trees are my lungs
The roaring river is my giver; every animal drinks 

there whether it’s a righteous or a sinner

The flowers?  Foolery. Such beauty should be paint-
ed in scrutiny 

Take, Take it… But whichever fool dares to rape it
A word of Caution for what you will set in motion

You are only killing your son’s son



Skin 
deep wound 

with little 
bit of glass frag-

ments 
Checking for a gunshot too 

but there seems to be an absence
Take a step back, deep breath, shake it 

off
Stretch, address the pain, adios!

Now this is higher frequency, a little like medita-
tion.

Change the sequence and forget all expectations
Too spontaneous for this petty shit, help you grow better

Sorry for my language I don’t know better 

To 
the 

woman who 
should be proud 

of what she achieved
The single mother with 

five kids, two jobs and no 
sleep

The late night worker who smiled and 
provided

Sleeping on the mattress, and all the pain, you 
would hide it

And still made sure we all were educated
Gave me more than life, the freedom to live a 

life I like
 ‘Work hard for what you want, give thanks for 

what you have
Never raise your voice to a woman’ 

You brought me up instead to cherish and love 
em’

That’s how I was raised
And for that, I will always be singing your 

praise
 



Skin 
deep wound 

with little 
bit of glass frag-

ments 
Checking for a gunshot too 

but there seems to be an absence
Take a step back, deep breath, shake it 

off
Stretch, address the pain, adios!

Now this is higher frequency, a little like medita-
tion.

Change the sequence and forget all expectations
Too spontaneous for this petty shit, help you grow better

Sorry for my language I don’t know better 



Cry now, cry now
That’s your state of 
mind now
Why now? why now?
Why not find out?
Tears down the cheek
And put the umbrella 
down while you weep
In the end its only 
water
Water gives birth to 
flora 
Flowers make people 
smile 
So cry all you wanna
Your smile will be 
wider than a mile in 
autumn



04:34am 
Creep with me 

back on a long 
Handsworth night

When I was working late, no 
sleep, and no light

No luck, legs buckled while stacking 
shelves in isle seven

On the floor, 
asking God ‘how the fuck did I end up here 
again?’ 
Drifting further from my blue heaven 
“Show me a sign, there’s got to be more to 
life than my narrow mind”.

You don’t want to hear this boring story
Neither do I. Tonight is not that night



@MONICANITZ



Indian 
war cry, 

‘Catch the 
Apache!’ 

Spit a dart in your face, you 
don’t know me in the first place

This land is my birth place; lie down, 
take a look at the sky now

That Sun is my God, the trees are my lungs
The roaring river is my giver; every animal drinks 

there whether it’s a righteous or a sinner

The flowers?  Foolery. Such beauty should be paint-
ed in scrutiny 

Take, Take it… But whichever fool dares to rape it
A word of Caution for what you will set in motion

You are only killing your son’s son



Skin 
deep wound 

with little 
bit of glass frag-

ments 
Checking for a gunshot too 

but there seems to be an absence
Take a step back, deep breath, shake it 

off
Stretch, address the pain, adios!

Now this is higher frequency, a little like medita-
tion.

Change the sequence and forget all expectations
Too spontaneous for this petty shit, help you grow better

Sorry for my language I don’t know better 



Skin 
deep wound 

with little 
bit of glass frag-

ments 
Checking for a gunshot too 

but there seems to be an absence
Take a step back, deep breath, shake it 

off
Stretch, address the pain, adios!

Now this is higher frequency, a little like medita-
tion.

Change the sequence and forget all expectations
Too spontaneous for this petty shit, help you grow better

Sorry for my language I don’t know better 



Cry now, cry now
That’s your state of 
mind now
Why now? why now?
Why not find out?
Tears down the cheek
And put the umbrella 
down while you weep
In the end its only 
water
Water gives birth to 
flora 
Flowers make people 
smile 
So cry all you wanna
Your smile will be 
wider than a mile in 
autumn


